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INSTRUCTIONS:

Number of Participants:
8+ people, age 5+

Materials:

Eight bowling pins, an even
number of foam balls (as
many as you’d like), and two
jerseys

Steps:

Divide the group into two evenly matched teams. Each team gets
half of the field. Setup four pins on each side of the divided space.
Designate a player from each group to be the doctor and give
them a jersey to wear. Both doctors should have an “office” setup
where they can stand without getting hit.
Give each team an equal number of balls to knock down the pins.
If a pin gets knocked down, the doctor must set it back up. While
the doctor tries to return the pin to its original location, the
opposing team tries to hit the doctor below the waist (unless the
doctor is bending down). If the doctor gets hit they must take off
their jersey and become a regular player.
The game is over when the doctor is hit and all four pins are
knocked down or both doctors get hit, creating a tie.
There can be more than one doctor in each group. With two
doctors, when one gets hit they take off their jersey and become
a regular player, and the other doctors continue to perform their
duties. The teams cannot cross half-court line and they cannot
“guard” the pins, but they can deflect the balls from hitting the
pins. Other than the doctor, players should be instructed not to
hit other people on purpose, since the object of the game is to
knock down the pins, not to hit players with the balls.
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89% of pediatricians believe play helps
kids from becoming overweight.

Ta k ec t i o n
a

Bring a beach ball to your Play Day and
have all the participants sign it with a
sharpie marker, to help KaBOOM! save
play.

